
Q. Claiming to enhance transparency regarding integration of ESG into investment decisions,            
the European Union has imposed a sustainability-related disclosure with effect from March 2021.             
What behavioural impacts would financial market players have with the coming of this regulation? 
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On 27th November 2019, the European Parliament and Council passed the regulation on             

sustainability-related disclosures in the financial services sector (EU/2019/2088, 2019), referred to as            
SFDR, as part of the 2018 European Commission’s Action Plan on Sustainable Finance. The regulation               
sought to establish a uniform set of standards and guidelines for financial firms offering products               
incorporated with Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations in response to varied  

definitions of ESG within the industry. In this essay, I will be evaluating the impact of the regulation                  
on the corporate conduct of financial market players, referencing linkages between modern finance             
and prominent economic thought.  

The primary effect of the SFDR would be the elimination of greenwashing through the              
establishment of uniform ESG standards across the industry. Greenwashing refers to shortcuts taken             
by financial institutions to repurpose their old funds with an ESG label without re-evaluating the               
underlying investment process, distorting information available to investors. A sustainable          
investment report published by KPMG (Sustainable Investing: Fast-Forwarding Its Evolution, 2020)           
detailed that 41% of respondents in their institutional investor survey reported a ‘significant amount              
of  

greenwashing’, indicating the existing prevalence of amoral cost-cutting measures with regard to ESG             
regulatory requirements amongst financial firms. After the implementation of SFDR, such firms may             
now be called to account in a legal setting, raising the costs of dishonest avoidance and incentivising                 
financial firms to repeal greenwashing tactics and restructure their internal investment evaluation            
processes to incorporate ESG considerations.  

A secondary impact is the expansion of the market for legal and compliance service              
providers. After the 2009 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the slew of regulations imposed by regulatory               
authorities dramatically raised the costs of compliance for financial firms. The Financial Services and              
Capital Markets Union published a report (CEPS et al, 2020) that showed a 700% mean increase in                 
compliance cost in absolute terms since the 2009 GFC, a sharp and consistent positive trend               
reflecting the incremental demands on financial institutions. Conversely, we observe an increase in             
revenues of legal departments in consultancy firms. Deloitte reported an 8.7% growth in its tax and                
legal department in FY2020 (2020 GLOBAL IMPACT REPORT, 2020), symptomatic of the expansion of              
consultancy demand in the financial market. It is clear that SFDR will provoke similar effects in the                 
financial industry, with firms advertising legal and compliance services, such as PwC, already offering              
compliance packages for their existing clients (PwC, Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation           
(SFDR), 2020). Larger firms may now find it profitable to invest in in-house solutions and we can also                  
expect the gradual restructuring of larger financial organisations to develop this capability as they              
reduce their reliance  on third-party providers and drive down outsourcing costs.  

The implementation of the SFDR will encourage firmsto pre-emptively position their products            
in an ESG friendly stance that goes beyond the 2021 requirements. Since the introduction of the                
action plan, the European Commission, with assistance from the Parliament and Council, has             
followed through on the roadmap, demonstrating a unified commitment to the thorny issue of ESG               
in the finance industry. Noting the consistent delay between regulation and innovation, firms might              
seek to  



pre-empt regulatory alterations based on their analysis of the likelihood of regulatory intervention, 
therefore gaining a comparative advantage over their competitors by future-proofing their 
investment  products. Hence the regulation may produce greater than expected improvements in the 
incorporation of ESG considerations through the financial industry.  

A contrasting perspective is that the regulation may not effect significant changes in the              
industry’s commitment to ESG due to firms utilising the status quo bias and trust fallacy. The status                 
quo bias is an application of behavioural economics advanced by Samuelson and Zeckhauser (Status              
quo bias in decision making, 1988)that explains the tendency to choose the option that requires the  
least mental effort, which leads to an exaggerated preference for the status quo. Trust is an                
established heuristic that people use to minimise effort expended in checking information (Schneider,             
P. and Fukuyama, F., 1996). The application of trust and status quo bias in the financial consumer                 
industry has been explored in a research paper by Nottingham University (Chuah, S. and Devlin, J.,                
2010), illustrating the tactics which financial firms utilise to increase revenue and sales. It is no great                 
extrapolation that come 2021, some firms will declare that their products do not consider ESG factors                
in order to circumvent the cost of restructuring them, and only offer ‘opt out forms’ to existing                 
clients, utilising the status quo bias and trust in the organisation to retain most of their clientele and                  
impeding  the ESG movement through the financial industry.  

The SFDR is a major milestone in the recognition of ESG and the movement against climate                
change, clearly distinguishing sin industries in capital markets and creating negative associations with             
such firms. It serves as the current regulatory standard for global administrations, such as the US and                 
China, and is the precursor to a more sustainable reality. As a first-year economics student, it fills my                  
expectation of the future of finance with hope.  
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